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My favorite thing 
about BC Applause is... 

For next year, I hope 
BC Applause can... 

I'd like to be on the Board 
because... 

A strength I will bring to 
the board is... 

One of my 
favorite 
musicals is... 

The #1 priority of the 
Board next year should 
be… BC Applause Experience 

Adrien Hillis 8th being able to connect! focus on including 
everyone! 

I really love theatre. I have good ideas :) Hamilton!! Fundraising − Hamlet: A Murder Mystery 

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

− BC Applause Board 2020-21 

AJ Higgins 8th doing shows with my 
friends! 

put on a live show! want to make it even 
better! 

my leadership skills. Hamilton! Planning fun events for 
BC Applause 

− Hamlet: A Murder Mystery 

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

− BC Applause Board 2020-21 

Ali Badler 8th The community of 
people, and how it 
feels like a family. 

Offer more 
opportunities to have 
shows, and get more 
students involved. 

I would love to be a part of 
the board because I think 
that it would be fun, and 
also because I think that I 
would offer a lot of new 
ideas.  

I would bring my 
problem-solving skills, 
and ability to work with 
others.  

I adore Wicked! Fundraising − Hamlet: A Murder Mystery 

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

Alistair Browning 8th getting the chance to 
perform theater with 
my friends. 

put on a live, in person 
show. 

I think I could really 
contribute to it and help 
make BC Applause the best 
it can be. 

supporting and 
encouraging younger or 
less experienced 
members of BC Applause. 

Hamilton (cliche, 
I know) 

Getting more BC students 
involved in the shows. 

− Hamlet: A Murder Mystery 

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

Anna Labovskaya 8th how inclusive it is do a production on 
stage 

I want to help make the 
year fun 

knowing stage and tech 
crew backward and 
forward 

Mean Girls Fundraising − Hamlet: A Murder Mystery 

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

− BC Applause Board 2020-21 

Carter Weisberg 7th friendship, music, 
people, friends, 
activities 

have more people, fun, 
music 

grow our team grow BC Applause Hamilton Getting more BC students 
involved in the shows. 

− Almost Frozen 

Eden Charlson 8th the community that is 
created. 

provide more theater 
opportunities. 

theater is so important to 
me. 

I’m open minded and 
creative. 

Six the Musical More opportunities for 
BC Applause members. 
Have it be more fun 
events, more 
opportunities to perform, 
or more options for 
members to be more 
involved with the shows.  

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

Elliott Boldin 7th The amazing 
connections and 
community 

Be less restrictive from 
Covid 

I love theater and BCMS Empathy, 
communication, 
organization, enthusiasm, 
inclusion 

Beetlejuice, 
Hamilton, Mean 
Girls 

Supporting a charity − Almost Frozen 

Emma Hartstein 7th the connections I have 
built 

put on an in-person 
show 

I can be more involved in 
BC applause 

being inclusive to all Waitress Fundraising − Almost Frozen 

− BC Applause Board 2020-21 

Ksenia Volovnik 7th the 2021 play "Almost 
Frozen" 

meet in school, 
not virtual 

I'll try my best to keep 
everyone's hopes high 

to work together, and not 
be worried about bad 
things that may happen 

Hamilton [no response] − Almost Frozen 

Leo Walls 8th the technical part of 
the play 

have a live audience I will do everything in my 
power to get a live 
audience 

my ability to work with 
technology 

Shrek the 
Musical 

Fundraising − Hamlet: A Murder Mystery 

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

Nessia Nelson 8th the people, the 
community. 

have a live musical and 
play. 

I would love to be more 
involved in the company. 

my ideas and love for 
theater. 

Hadestown Finding additional 
opportunities to perform 

− Hamlet: A Murder Mystery 

− Imaginary: A New Musical 

− Almost Frozen 

Niya Agrahar 7th the meetings. I enjoy 
them because I have 
lots of fun meeting 
classmates! 

a fully in-person year I enjoy BC applause and it's 
something I'd like to 
continue; I also want to be 
on the board to improve 
my leadership skills. 

positivity and 
cheerfulness. 

Beetlejuice Planning fun events for 
BC Applause and 
Supporting a charity 

− Almost Frozen 

Sadie Schofer 7th the community reach more people to show that I care I am good at getting 
points across 

Six Finding additional 
opportunities to perform 

− Almost Frozen 

Sofia Schneider 7th making new friends hopefully fundraise 
and use our budget 
wisely so that we can 
make an amazing play. 

I think that it would be fun 
and I would help the board 
a lot 

fundraising ideas if we 
ever need money 
because I am very good 
with numbers and ideas 
of how to make money so 
if we ever run low on 
budget, you can always 
count on me 

Charlie and the 
Chocolate 
Factory 

Fundraising − Almost Frozen 

 


